We present a family of knapsack problems (KPs) while highlighting their particular applications. Though most of the problems are derived from the classical KP, the differences arise in the addition or modification of the constraints or in the way the objective function is defined. Appropriate techniques that were found to be successful in solving these problems are briefly reviewed. Hybrid methods that combine the strengths of different methods such as exact and heuristics are also briefly discussed. Some research avenues that we believe to be useful and challenging are also pointed out.
Introduction
The knapsack problem (KP) is one of the most studied combinatorial optimization problems. It can be formulated as the following 0-1 linear program: where n = |N | is the number of variables (objects), p j , w j , ∀ j ∈ N , and c are positive integers; ( p j , w j ) refer to the profit and weight associated with object j (in N ) and c is the capacity of the knapsack. In addition, we assume that the following condition is satisfied, i.e. max{w j : j ∈ N } < c < j∈N w j . The name knapsack is an interpretation of the previous 0-1 linear program. Suppose that a holiday maker has at his/her disposal a knapsack and wishes to take a list of important items that could be useful during his/her trip. There are n items and each, say the jth item, yields a value p j and has a weight or takes a certain space in the knapsack noted by w j . The problem for the holiday maker is to choose a subset of items that maximize its comfort without violating the capacity constraint. Kellerer & Pferschy (1999) is an example of a fully polynomial time approximation scheme which is used in practice. It is based on previous algorithms and a dynamic programming (DP) approach. The branch-and-bound algorithms of Martello & Toth (1977 , 1990 and that of Fayard & Plateau (1982) use partial enumeration techniques to generate refined upper bounds. One of the most successful branchand-bound algorithms for the KP is due to Horowitz & Sahni (1974) . They propose a recursive version in which each iteration corresponds to a dichotomic branch of the most efficient free variable according to the greedy principle. DP, due to Bellman (1957) , has also been applied to the KP where the most efficient implementation happens to be a hybrid of DP with others. For instance, Marsten & Morin (1978) combine DP with branch and bound for solving general mathematical programming problems. Toth (1980) applied it to the KP and obtained good results. Finally, there exist some efficient algorithms based on the core concept (Balas & Zemel, 1980; Martello & Toth, 1997; Pisinger, 1995b) . For instance, Pisinger (1995b) proposed some heuristics based on a core problem to obtain good lower bounds. Balas & Zemel (1980) proposed an algorithm for large KPs. They have been the first to propose an algorithm in linear time to solve the linear programming (LP) relaxation of the KP.
When all the coefficients associated with a variable are the same in the objective and in the constraint of the problem (i.e. p j = w j for all j in N ), the problem reduces to the subset sum problem. Pisinger (1999) uses it as a subproblem to solve the multiple knapsack problem (M-KP). The solutions of the subset sum problem could also be used to obtain good lower bounds for scheduling-type problems, see Guéret & Prins (1999) . Algorithms that use DP and branching as in Martello & Toth (1984) have been adapted from the KP to the subset sum problem with good results.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we present two classes of multidimensional knapsack problems (MKPs): those with additional constraints and those that require another type of objectives as well as those with more than one objective. This is followed by a discussion of some of the hybrid approaches in Section 4. Our suggestions for future research are summarized in Section 5.
Variants of the classical KP

The MKP
This problem is a generalization of the KP with m > 1. The MKP can be formulated as follows:
with p j , ∀ j ∈ N , w i j , ∀ i ∈ M and ∀ j ∈ N , and c i , ∀ i ∈ M, positive integers. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the following constraint as defined by (2.1) is satisfied (otherwise one or more variables could be fixed to 0 or 1):
Note that this problem is also known under several names such as the m-dimensional KP or the multiconstraint KP. It is worth noting that the MKP is a special case of the general integer linear programming problem with a restriction that all variables are binary and all coefficients are positive. However, the density of the constraint matrix and the validity of the solution (0, 0, . . . , 0) render this particular practical problem more difficult than a general integer programming. The MKP is often used as a platform to evaluate new metaheuristics. From a tabu search (TS) point of view, the methods proposed by Glover & Kochenberger (1996) and Hanafi & Fréville (1998) are also competitive. These algorithms alternate between constructive and destructive phases and allow the visit of infeasible solutions during the search. The genetic algorithms due to Chu & Beasley (1998) and the one due to Haul & Voß (1998) also obtained good lower bounds for this problem. Haul and Voß introduced into their genetic algorithm surrogate relaxations to enhance the process. Moraga et al. (2005) have recently applied another metaheuristic called Metaheuristic for Randomized Priority Search (Meta-RaPs) on the MKP. It combines the use of randomness with greedy heuristics to construct and improve feasible solutions. The final quality of their solutions on a set of available instances is near to the one obtained by Chu & Beasley (1998) while using a reasonable computational effort. The MKP is an NP-hard problem and its difficulty increases with the number of constraints. As a guide, instances with 500 variables and 30 constraints cannot be solved optimally within a reasonable amount of computing time and memory requirement. From an implementation point of view when evaluating new methods for the MKP, the majority of the instances used have a small number of constraints.
Many applications of this problem are resource allocation based. The first references include Lorie & Savage (1955) , Weingartner (1966) , Weingartner & Ness (1967) and Manne & Markowitz (1957) . Meier et al. (2001) have proposed a more realistic approach that uses this problem as a subproblem coupled with generalized upper bound constraints. Cutting stock (Gilmore & Gomory, 1966 ) and loading problems (Bellman, 1957; Shih, 1979) are also known applications. The MKP has also recently been used to model the daily management of a satellite like SPOT (Vasquez & Hao, 2001a) . In the computer science context, the MKP enables to model the resource allocation in distributed data processing (Gavish & Pirkul, 1982) and the planning of data-processing programs (Thesen, 1973) . The MKP has also been used as a subproblem for solving a multicommodity network optimization problem (Gabrel et al., 1999) . The MKP can also be considered as a subproblem of other optimization problems as the multidemand multidimensional knapsack problem (MDMKP). The articles of Fréville (2004) and Fréville & Hanafi (2005) provide interesting reviews and useful references.
The two-dimensional knapsack problem
This problem is an extension of the KP and is a particular case of the MKP which corresponds to the case m = 2. Note that this problem is also known bidimensional KP. A natural application of twodimensional knapsack problem (TKP) is the 2D packing problem, where w 1 j and w 2 j represent the length and width of object j. Also the special case of the TKP is a standard KP with an additional cardinality constraint (e.g. at most k items can be packed into the knapsack). Though the TKP has only two constraints, there do not exist fully polynomial approximation schemes for this problem (Gens & Levner, 1979) .
Several works have been conducted on the upper bounds of this problem including relaxation methods which are found to be generally powerful. Thiongane et al. (2003) have used, e.g. a subgradient algorithm to determine the value of a Lagrangian dual problem. Fréville & Plateau (1993 have proposed several techniques to exactly solve the TKP based in part on the solving of a surrogate dual problem. The method is divided into two phases: in the first one, the algorithm tries to reduce the size of the problem by fixing the most possible variables using upper bounds. In the second phase, a branchand-bound algorithm is executed with the previous upper bounds. Martello & Toth (2003) have proposed an exact algorithm capable of solving a significant number of instances from the set of large randomly generated instances known in the literature. It is based on a branch-and-bound process that integrates an optimal calculation of Lagrangian and surrogate multipliers associated with the continuous relaxation of the problem. Among the other references, Hill & Reilly (2000) have, e.g. studied the influence of the correlation between the objective function and the constraints. The results show that it is difficult to classify a given instance of a problem as easy or as difficult.
The M-KP
This problem is another generalization of the KP that corresponds to the case with several knapsacks. This problem is, however, different from the MKP. The goal of the M-KP is to maximize the total profit with respect to the capacity of each of the m knapsacks. In addition, each object can be assigned to one knapsack at most. This problem can be formulated as follows:
In this formulation, the variable x i j is fixed to 1 if item j is assigned to knapsack i. The M-KP with p j = w j for all j in N reduces to the multiple subset sum problem. A possible application of the M-KP is the cargo loading (Eilon & Christofides, 1971) . The M-KP is a particular case of the generalized assignment problem in which the constraints
The algorithm proposed by Martello & Toth (1981) and the one by Pisinger (1999) are two exact methods developed for this problem. The first one is based on a branch-and-bound algorithm. The upper bounds are obtained with a surrogate relaxation and the lower bounds are derived by solving m KPs. The second one is based on several improvements. Lower bounds are determined by solving a series of subset sum problems using the decomposition method of Horowitz & Sahni (1974) . Numerical results can be found in Kellerer et al. (2004) . The second algorithm is known as Mulknap and is able to solve strongly correlated instances with 100,000 variables and 10 knapsacks.
The precedence constraint knapsack problem
This problem is a generalization of KP which includes a partial order of the items. This problem is also called the partial order KP. The precedence constraint added to the KP is of type 'item i precedes item j', which means that item j can only be packed into the knapsack if item i is already packed into the knapsack. The precedence constraints are modelled by a directed non-cyclic graph G = (N , A), where the vertex set N corresponds to the set of items and an arc (i, j) in A means that item i precedes item j. Formally, the precedence constraint knapsack problem (PCKP) can be defined as follows:
There is a wide range of applications for the PCKP, see, e.g. Ibarra & Kim (1978) , Stecke & Kim (1988) and Shaw et al. (1997) . Johnson & Niemi (1983) and Samphaiboom & Yamada (2000) proposed a DP algorithm for PCKP, whereas put forward a branch-and-bound algorithm. Recently, You & Yamada (2007) solved larger PCKPs exactly using an efficient algorithm based on a pegging approach. The idea is to reduce the size of the original problem through Lagrangian relaxation.
The disjunctively constrained knapsack problem
This problem was introduced by Yamada & Kataoka (2001) who were inspired by an application for the selection of location for nuclear thermal power stations. The idea is to choose a set of nuclear thermal power stations out of n possible sites given the limitation on the capital budget for the installation, say c. Each site j requires a cost w j and enables the production of the quantity of energy p j . In addition, two selected sites have to be distant from each by at least a given distance for security and environmental reasons. The objective is to maximize the production of energy while satisfying the constraints mentioned above. The following formulation describes this problem:
This formulation resembles that of the KP. A set of disjunctive constraints is added by defining the set E which represents the set of inconsistent pairs, i.e. E ⊆ {( j, k)|1 j = k n}. This problem is NP-hard since when E = the problem reduces to the KP. The disjunctively constrained knapsack problem (DCKP) is relatively recent and its bibliography is also thin though it belongs to the class of discrete location problems, see Drezner & Hamacher (2002) . Yamada & Kataoka (2001) and Yamada et al. (2002) proposed a greedy heuristic and a local searchbased heuristic to produce lower bounds for the DCKP. They use a Lagrangian relaxation to determine an upper bound of the problem. They also suggest a branch-and-bound algorithm. Hifi & Michrafy (2006) have recently put forward a reactive local search-based algorithm for this problem. Diversification strategies are also embedded into the search as well a memory to prevent visiting already found solutions. This algorithm is used in another paper by Hifi & Michrafy (2007) to provide an initial solution to an exact algorithm that rivals the recent version of the commercial software CPLEX of ILOG when applied to the basic DCKP formulation.
The multiple-choice knapsack problem
This problem is an extension of the KP in which the items are divided into several classes. In each class, only one item has to be selected. The problem can be formulated as follows:
where d denotes the total number of classes and N k the class k has a size n k . The total number of variables is defined by n = d k=1 n k . When p k j = w k j for all k = 1, . . . , d and for all j ∈ N k , the multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP) is called multiple-choice subset sum problem. Pisinger (2001) presented a DP algorithm for this problem. The MCKP has several applications. For example, Nauss (1978) uses it for solving capital budgeting problems, Sinha & Zoltners (1979) for an allocation problem and Tillman et al. (1980) for the reliability of complex systems.
Various branch-and-bound algorithms have been proposed for this problem, see for instance Sinha & Zoltners (1979) and Dyer et al. (1984) . A hybrid approach that combines DP with branch and bound is also given by Dyer et al. (1995) . They use a Lagrangian dual to generate tight upper bounds at each node of the search tree including a reduction procedure to speed up the search. Their method was found to be efficient when tested on several instances up to 200 classes and 20,000 variables. Pisinger (1995a) devised an algorithm based on a DP using a list representation and a core problem. The classes are consecutively added to the core and reduction rules are also used to fix some of the variables.
The multiple-choice multidimensional knapsack problem
This problem can be defined from the MCKP in the same way as the MKP is derived from the KP. This problem is even more difficult, so heuristic methods are mostly used for its resolution. Moser et al. (1997) were among the first to address this problem. They present an algorithm using Lagrangian relaxation. Parra-Hernandez & Dimopoulos (2002) proposed an extension of the heuristic of Pirkul (1987) by initially relaxing the multiple-choice constraints. The problem then consists of choosing at least one item per class, sorting the variables according to their efficiency by using Lagrangian multipliers and finally constructing an initial solution with a greedy approach. A feasible solution is then obtained by a repair mechanism using a local search procedure. Htiouech et al. (2006) constructed an oscillation-type approach to solve the multiple-choice multidimensional knapsack problem.
The MDMKP
This problem is an extension of the MKP that consists of introducing greater-than-equal inequalities in addition to the less-than-equal inequalities. This problem was proposed by Cappanera (1999) who provided the following binary program:
where M 1 represents the capacity constraints of type ( ) and M 2 the demand constraints of type ( ). The introduction of the demand constraints to the MKP strongly complicates its resolution as shown by the limited number of references. However, many practical applications have the same structure such as the MDMKP as projects selection and capital budgeting (see Beaujon et al., 2001 ) and location of obnoxious facilities (see Cappanera, 1999; Plastria, 2001; Romero-Morales et al., 1997) . Given the complexity of this problem, the use of heuristics is recommended even for average size instances. One of the most efficient approaches is due to Cappanera & Trubian (2005) . They define a sophisticated local search algorithm into two phases. In the first one, they try to obtain a set of feasible solutions, which are then improved using a local search phase. This method is based on several ideas proposed by Glover & Kochenberger (1996) within the context of strategic oscillation. However, the local search phase in Cappanera & Trubian (2005) is limited to the feasible space. They have also generated an important set of hard instances (Beasley, 1990) for which feasible solutions are difficult to obtain. This is particularly true when the number of demand constraints increases. For instance, CPLEX has many difficulties to handle some of these instances. Hvattum & Lokketangen (2005) have proposed several implementations of a scatter search algorithm for this problem and they have conducted an important set of numerical experiments. Their approach is capable in generating feasible solutions of good quality for most of the existing instances. Arntzen et al. (2006) have proposed an adaptive memory search procedure. The search space is divided into four areas depending on the feasibility of the solution according to the capacity and demand constraints. A noteworthy difference with the article of Glover & Kochenberger (1996) for the MKP is that the search is conducted most of the time in the infeasible space. The numerical results are convincing from both the execution time point of view and the quality of the solution. This algorithm is also useful as it provides a feasible solution for each of the instances.
Other types of objective functions
In this section, we present some types of KPs that require different kind of objectives including those with multi-objectives.
The knapsack sharing problem
The knapsack sharing problem noted by KSP has been introduced in Yamada & Futakawa (1997) . It is defined on a set N of n variables with a total capacity of the knapsack equal to c as for the KP. The set of the items is divided into nbc different classes as for the MCKP. A linear function is defined for each class of items. The goal of the problem is to determine a subset of items to include into the knapsack without violating the capacity constraint while maximizing the minimal value of the linear functions: This problem can represent particular situations in some of the allocation problems. Several owners could have the items (each owner is then represented by a class) and each owner wishes to maximize the total benefit associated with his/her items. The total capacity is shared between all the owners. The previous formulation maximizes the minimum profit that could be guaranteed to each owner. Yamada & Futakawa (1997) designed a heuristic algorithm enhanced by reduction rules for solving this problem. Yamada et al. (1998) proposed two exact algorithms, one based on DP and the other on branch and bound. The upper bounds are obtained with a decomposition of the problem as KPs. The lower bounds are calculated with a greedy heuristic. The results show that the algorithm is inefficient for large instances. The DP-based algorithm uses the method of Horowitz & Sahni (1974) to solve KPs with a minimization objective function. The results are better except for the strongly correlated instances where no solutions were found. Hifi et al. (2005) have recently put forward an exact algorithm that obviously improves the good results obtained by in their previous work. The algorithm is based on DP and a decomposition of the problem into a series of KP. Some approximate EFFECTIVE HEURISTICS FOR KNAPSACK PROBLEMS 235 algorithms also exist for this problem. For example, integrated successfully TS and local search methods within their approach. The results are found to be competitive for both correlated and non-correlated instances.
It is also worth noting that Brown (1979) introduced another problem known as KSP in the literature. This problem is obtained from the above formulation of the KSP by replacing the objective function by max min
where h j (x j ) is a scalar function of the variable x j , which can be either linear or non-linear. In this problem, x j is considered as a non-negative real or integer variable.
The quadratic knapsack problem
This problem consists of considering that the profit associated with one item also depends on the other selected items. Graph theory-based formulations are commonly used for this purpose. The quadratic knapsack problem (QKP) has been introduced by Gallo et al. (1980) and its formulation is given as follows:
In this problem, each coefficient p j j is the profit if item j is selected and p i j + p ji is the profit if both items i and j are selected. One of the applications of the QKP concerns a class of location problems (Rhys, 1970) . This problem has been widely studied due to its simple structure and its difficulty. The algorithm QuadKnap developed by Caprara et al. (1999) is able to solve several large instances. Pisinger (2007) has recently provided an interesting survey on the QKP and summarized, using an experimental study, most of the existing upper bounds.
The max-min knapsack problem
This problem is close to the KSP. It could be obtained in a similar way as the multi-objective knapsack problem (MOKP) (this variant will be given next). The max-min knapsack problem (MMKP) is defined from the KP by introducing nbp profits for each item and thus nbp different objectives in the problem. The problem consists of choosing a subset of items such that the minimum total profit is maximized without violating the capacity constraint. More formally, it can be formulated as follows:
This problem was introduced by Yu (1996) where some applications in capital budgeting are discussed.
As an example, a return on investment can depend on the progress of nbp different scenarios in the future. An investor is interested if it maximizes its minimal return for the entire investment. Yu (1996) showed that when nbp is a constant, the problem could be solved in pseudo-polynomial time with DP. He also proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm to solve this problem with upper bounds generated with surrogate constraints. Very recently, Taniguchi et al. (2008) proposed a surrogate-based branch and bound to solve the MMKP. They showed that their surrogate relaxation is a powerful tool for deriving both upper and lower bounds efficiently.
The MOKP
Most real-life problems can sometimes be represented with several conflicting objectives (or criteria). For the case of two objectives, the following bi-objective knapsack problem (BOKP) is given by
In the following, we refer to MOKP as the multi-objective knapsack problem and MOMKP as the multiobjective multidimensional knapsack problem. Ehrgott & Gandibleux (2002) present many concepts connected to multi-objective optimization. Note that the fact of having several conflicting objectives implies that the concept of optimality is no longer meaningful. The aim is to generate a set of nondominated feasible solutions also called the efficient solutions or Pareto optimal. Various applications exist for the MOKP and the MOMKP. For example, Rosenblatt & Sinuany-Stern (1989) handled capital budgeting with two objectives. The first one consists of maximizing the number of accepted projects and the second one in minimizing the total risk associated with these projects. Some exact algorithms also exist for the MOKP. Eben-Chaime (1996) developed an approach based on the formulation of the longest path, whereas Ulungu & Teghem (1997) used a two-phase approach to construct all the efficient solutions of the BOKP. The TS algorithm of Gandibleux et al. (1997) is a general approach for problems with multi-objectives. The memory is used to update the weights of the variables and diversify the search. Gandibleux & Fréville (2000) also applied this algorithm to the BOKP. Very recently, Gomes da Silva et al. (2008) extended the classical core concept to the BOKP. The genetic algorithm proposed by Schaffer (1985) for the multi-objective problems was also embedded into the approach by Gandibleux et al. (2001) for the MOKP.
A brief overview of other variants of KP
The following types of KPs have received relatively less attention in the literature. For instance, the equality knapsack problem (EKP), where equality should be satisfied in the capacity constraint, is initially given by Ram & Sarin (1988) and further studied by Volgenant & Marsman (1998) . The changemaking problem is a special case of EKP, where p j = 1 for all j in N (see Martello & Toth, 1990) .
The collapsing KP is a KP where the capacity depends on the solution structure. This problem was introduced by Posner & Guignard (1978) and a DP algorithm was later given by Pferschy et al. (1997) .
In the fractional KP, the aim is to maximize the ratio of the total profit over the total cost. Here, every item (project) generates a profit and requires a corresponding cost. A survey for this type of problems is given by Radzik (1998) .
The multiperiod KP was introduced by Faaland (1981) as a special case of the MKP which often arises in budget planning.
The bi-level knapsack problem (BLKP) was treated in Bard & Moore (1992) and later by Dempe & Richter (2000) . A bi-level programming problem is a hierarchical optimization problem, where a subset of the variables is constrained to be a solution of a given optimization problem parameterized by the remaining variables. The hierarchical optimization structure appears in many applications including transportation or management for instance. Dempe & Richter (2000) proposed a pseudo-polynomial exact algorithm for solving the BLKP. Promising results using DP are presented by Brotcorne et al. (2007) .
Finally, when stochastic elements of the problem are present, all the knapsack-related problems discussed in this review become known as their corresponding stochastic KPs.
Hybridization of exact and heuristics methods
In this section, we discuss several hybrid methods applied to the KPs in general and the MKP in particular.
DP or branch and bound
A classical hybridization between exact and heuristic algorithms is obtained by combining DP or branch and bound with heuristics. Marsten & Morin (1978) put forward such a method for general mathematical programming problems. Bertsimas & Demir (2002) described a DP-based heuristic to approximate the optimal value of the MKP. This approach enables to obtain feasible solutions of good quality with interesting computational time. Recently, Wilbaut et al. (2006) proposed a global intensification mechanism which is based on the use of DP with TS. The idea consists in partitioning the set of the variables into two subsets. A DP phase is applied on the first subset to generate a list with all the optimal values of the corresponding subproblems. The TS algorithm is then used on the second subset based on the list generated previously to evaluate the neighbourhood of the current solution. This use of DP leads to a second level of intensification since each move corresponds to solving a small size problem exactly. The results obtained on the MKP are encouraging and competitive when compared with solutions found by CPLEX.
TS-based hybridization
From its proposition, the TS metaheuristic (see Glover, 1986, and also Hansen, 1986) can be seen as a hybrid method that combines the exploration of the neighbourhood of the current solution as in the local search methods with other ingredients as intensification, diversification, the tabu list management, the aspiration criteria and the use of the memory of the search. For instance, Vasquez & Hao (2001b) proposed an efficient hybrid TS algorithm for the MKP. They divide the feasible search space into several parts by introducing a new constraint that restricts the number of variables fixed at one in an optimal solution of the problem. A TS approach is then applied for each part of the search space around an initial point generated with a heuristic method. Vasquez & Vimont (2005) improved the results obtained by the previous algorithm by integrating an intelligent sorting for exploring the parts of the search space. This scheme enables better solution to be found more quickly and hence accelerates the search further. The results published in the above two articles for a set of correlated instances of MKP are generally used as a reference for this problem. However, a major drawback of this approach remains the temporal complexity when it comes to solving the large instances. Puchinger & Raidl (2007) adapt the metaheuristic variable neighbourhood search (VNS) (Hansen & Mladenovic, 2001; Melian & Mladenovic, 2007) . The VNS approach consists in changing the neighbourhood of the current solution in a systematic way. A local search algorithm is used to explore the different neighbourhoods. Puchinger & Raidl (2007) applied the VNS strategy into a branchand-cut algorithm on the MKP. The originality of their approach lies in the proposition of a method to determine an order during the exploration of the neighbourhoods. The choice of the neighbourhood is based on the solution found by the relaxed MKP with different neighbourhood size. The one that yields the best is used for the right neighbourhood at that iteration. The results, however, did not outperform other best results. Sörensen & Sevaux (2006) proposed an algorithm called MA| PM short for memetic algorithm and population management. It combines local search with crossover operators as in genetic algorithms. Several components are added to control the diversity of a part of the population of solutions. Some results are mentioned for the MKP but only for small-sized ones. Puchinger et al. (2005) combined an MA with a branch and cut and applied their algorithm to the MKP. The MA and the branch-and-cut one are executed in a parallel way and the best solution is exchanged whenever it is found. Their results are encouraging as good quality solutions are obtained within a reasonable computational effort even for large instances.
Variable neighbourhood search-based algorithms
Memetic algorithms
Relaxation-based hybridization
Many relaxation-based hybrid methods could be referenced for solving optimization problems. The pivot and complement method proposed by Balas & Martin (1980) was one of the most efficient at the beginning of the 1980s. This heuristic performs a sequence of pivot moves to obtain an integer feasible solution as soon as possible. Balas et al. (2004) proposed more recently an extension of this approach to the mixed integer programming. Fischetti & Lodi (2003) developed a local branching (LB) approach for solving mixed integer programming. The principle of the method is the exploration of small size neighbourhoods with a branch-and-bound (or a branch-and-cut) algorithm as a black box. At each node of the search tree, a new cut is introduced to define the current neighbourhood to explore. The process is repeated until no improvement occurred. Lichtenberger (2005) applied the LB framework to the MKP. The results showed that the integration of the method into COIN/BCP is a promising way forward. The most important improvements are observed when the size of the instances increases. Based on the same concept, Danna et al. (2005) proposed a relaxation induced neighbourhood search approach for solving mixed integer programming. The method consists in generating a promising neighbourhood from the linear programming relaxation at some nodes of a branch-and-cut tree. A subproblem is then defined from the neighbourhood of the current solution. There exist some distinctions with the LB method as the neighbourhood is defined from the solution of the linear programming relaxation. The algorithm can be applied at every node of the search tree as the reduced problems are smaller. In a similar context, Wilbaut (2006) described in his thesis several heuristics connected to a previous work due to Soyster et al. (1978) . The principle consists of solving a series of small size reduced problems generated from a series of relaxations of the problem. A constraint is added into the problem at each iteration to allow the search to converge towards an optimal solution of the problem. Finally, the adaptive memory projection proposed by Glover (2005) , that consists of generating solutions by iteratively holding subsets of variables fixed at particular values while varying the values of other variables, is a general method for 0-1 mixed integer programs. Generally, new constraints are added to the model to fix some explicit or implicit variables to some particular values.
Conclusions and some possible research avenues
In this paper, we have presented several variants of KPs mostly derived from the classical KP. The problems can be obtained by modifying the constraints or changing the objective function. For each problem, we have briefly given some applications and highlighted corresponding efficient methods. Some emphasis on hybridizing heuristics with exact methods is also pointed out as we believe that this avenue is rather challenging and worthwhile exploring further as mentioned in Salhi (2006) . The following research issues are, in our view, worthwhile the investigation:
• Bi-level optimization has recently been explored in some combinatorial optimization problems and an in-depth study for the case of certain classes of KP can be challenging.
• Enhancing existing heuristic methods through efficient data structure and neighbourhood reduction schemes could be worth for large instances.
• Integrating exact methods and heuristic search in an appropriate way where the use of one or the other is conducted in an adaptive and dynamic manner could be a rewarding and a challenging research issue. This concept, if successful, could be made more general for solving hard combinatorial problems that were found difficult otherwise.
• Exploring the idea of decomposition by solving smaller subproblems so that larger ones can be addressed more efficiently. An iterative process of decomposition and recombination could be one way forward.
